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Osrs fishing guide afk

This guide outlines the best methods of learning fishing skills. Equipment[edit source] Fishing uses two types of items divided into consumables and equipment. Expendable positions are used at a rate of one element for each fish caught and stacked, while the equipment is not stacked and reused. You can also do trawler fishing mini-
games to get angler outfit set for an extra 2.5% more fishing experience gained on fish caught. But be careful that you can take many hours before you get gear. Alternatively, for those players who are willing to make some money while fishing, you can purchase the Blessings of the Kourend &amp; Kebos Diary Board. Light, medium, rigid
and elite dyes give 2%, 4%, 6% and 8% (respectively) catching two fish at once. However, the player will not get any experience from the extra fish that is caught. Finally, blessings must be equipped during fishing for this to take effect. Fish[edit source] Fish fishing Cooking caught with treats GE Price Members Exp Exp Level Raw
Cooked Shrimp (Cooked) 1 10 1 30 Net 3 33 15 0 Sardine (cooked) 5 20 1 40 Bait, Net drift 4 40 8 0 Karambwanji (cooked) 5 5 N/A N/A Pure N/A N/A N/A 1 Boiling water (boiled) 10 30 5 50 Bait 5 92 8 0 Anchowey (cooked) 15 40 1 30 Net, Drif net 1,159,230 0 Mackerel (cooked) 16 20 10 60 Big Net 6 47 6 1 Trout (cooked) 20 50 15 70
Fly 7 62 31 0 Tria (brews) 23 45 18 75 Large mesh 7 71 20 25 60 20 80 Bait 8 98 28 0 Slippery eel (boiled) 28 65 28 95 Bait 6-10 371 115 1 Salmon (boiled) 30 70 25 90 Fly 9 91 95 0 N/A frog spawning 33 75 N/A N/A Net 3-6 N/A N/A 1 Tuna (cooked) 35 80 30 100 Harpoon, Drift net 10 66 77 0 Rainbow fish (cooked) 38 80 35 110 Stripy
fly fishing 11 318 70 1 Cave eel (cooked) 38 80 38 115 Bait 7-11 480 198 1 Lobster (cooked) 40 90 40 120 Cage, Drift net 12 172 157 0 Bluegill (cut) 43 11.5 1 3 Cormorant N/A 18 9 1 Bass[1] (cooked) 46 100 43 130 Big Net 13 117 120 1 Leaping trout (cut) 48 50 1 10 Heavy rod N/A 5 69 1 Swordfish[1] (cooked) 50 100 45 140 Harpoon,
Drift net 14 396 414 0 Lava eel (cooked) 53 60 53 30 Oily rod with bait 11 N/A N/A 1 Common tench (cut) 56 40 1 10 Cormorant N/A 302 9 1 Leaping salmon (cut) 58 70 1 10 Heavy rod N/A 16 69 1 Monkfish (cooked) 62 120 62 150 Net 16 234 373 1 Karambwan (boiled) 65 50 30 190 Vessel 18 341 478 1 Leap sturgeon (cut) 70 80 1 15
Heavy rod N/A 227 327 1 Mottled 1 eel (cut) 73 65 1 20 Cormarant N/A 122 9 1 Shark[1] (cooked) 76 110 80 210 Harpoon, Drift Net 20 493 701 1 Sea turtle (cooked) 79 38 82 212 Fishing Trawler, Net drift 21,810 1,012 1 90 95 N/A Oil rod with lure N/A N/A 1 Manta beam (boiled) 81 46 91 216 Fishing trawler, Drift net 22 1,360 452 21
N/A Minnou 82 26.1 N/A Pure N/A 1 Anglerfish (cooked) 82 120 84 230 Sand worms 3-22 1,026 1,187 1 Dark crab (cooked) 85,130 90,215 Cage out of Bait 22 1,075 1,334 1 Sacred Eel (Cut) 87,105 72 108-124 Bait N/A N/A 1 Big Siren (Cut) 91,100 1 25 Cormorant N/A 77 9 1 Fastest Experience | • Edit] Levels 1-33: Questing[editing
code |] Early levels can be skipped by performing quests that give fishing experiences. Completing sea slug, a fishing competition, and pirate Pete's subtasking recipe for disaster will provide a total of 10,612 experiences that will get the player to level 27. All of these quests have multiple requirements and can be made at a low level, and
completing them is a much better route for early fishing levels than catching fish. Completing Tai Bwo Wannai Trio and Fremennik Trials will provide an extra 7,812 experience that will get the player to level 33, but they have higher requirements. Levels 20-47/58: Fly fishing[edit] Fly fishing trout and salmon offers the fastest experience to
level 58 if you use tick manipulation. If you don't use tick manipulation, the drift of pure fishing gets better at level 47. Players will need a fly fishing rod and feathers to catch fish. It will also take certain elements to manipulate tick players to create 3-tick action, such as grass and resin or knife and teak/mahogany magazines. The main
method for 3-mite fishing is to drop fish between catches. This can be done by starting a 3-tick cycle by dropping the fish using a landslide drop and clicking on the fishing spot. It takes precise tapping and some practice to perform consistently, but it's more efficient than falling full inventory. Banking fish is not recommended, as it slows
down experience and fish is not worth very much. Low-level Ironmen wishing to gain early cooking experience are advised to use a fishing spot in the village of Shiloh, which is close to the bank, or use a place in the Barbaric Village, which has a permanent fire nearby. Through tick manipulation, players can gain up to about 30,000
experience per hour at level 20 and 40,000 experience per hour at level 30, increasing to about 55,000-65,000 experience per hour at level 58. Without tick manipulation, players can gain about 33,000 experience per hour at level 40 and 37,500 experience per hour at level 50, increasing to about 45,000 experience per hour at level 58. At
level 38, players can also use Stripy Feathers to catch rainbow fish, which provides 80 experiences per catch compared to experience of 50 and 70 per catch with trout and salmon respectively. They are much slower to catch though, so players fishing for them will get less experience per hour. Levels 47-58/99: Drift Clean Fishing[edit |
edit source] At level 47 Fishing and 44 Hunter, the drift of pure fishing becomes the most effective way to prepare fishing for level 58 if tick manipulation is to be used in Barbaric or to level 99 without tick manipulation. At level 47 Fishing and 44 Hunter, about 40,000 40,000 and 80,000 hunters experience per hour can be achieved with
minimal effort. At level 65 fishing and 76 hunters, experience rates of about 60,000 fishing and 100,000 Hunter exp can be achieved with divided attention. The experience gained for each fish caught the scales (a little) of fishing and hunter levels. Experience rates stop scaling at 70 Fishing and 70 Hunter, where you can expect an
average of about 75,000 fishing and 100,000 Hunter exp per hour, making it a common effective method of aligning all the way to 99 in both skills if exp is needed in both of them. To achieve these indicators of experience requires merfolk trident or (unloaded) trident of the seas and potion of endurance. Only chase each fish shoal once
and prioritize fish shoals that are near the discovery of the drift network. Drift nets alone are not cheap, and this is the only drawback of this method. Drift Nets also have a purchase limit of 600 grids for 4 hours. Banking fish will certainly help reduce the loss of money when learning this method and only slightly reduces the rates of
experience. The resulting fish depends on the level of fishing, with raw lobsters beginning to withstand at 50. This offers a very quick alternative to hunter level and fishing at the same time while getting the best experience rates for fishing. Levels 58-99: Barbaric fisherman[edit] 3-mite barbaric fisherman using cut-eat method. 3-tick
barbaric fishing becomes one of the fastest teaching methods at level 58. This method offers a small amount of passive experience of agility and toughness, making it one of the most effective ways to learn fishing, especially for players with low levels of agility and toughness. Even though barbaric fishing becomes available at level 48, it's
quicker to make a drift of pure fishing or 3-mite fly fishing to level 58, allowing the player to catch a salmon jump. Players who do not care about getting agility or forceful experience are advised to switch to 2 ticks of harpooning tuna and swordfish, as this offers a faster fishing experience. If the player is not going to use any tick
manipulation, it is better to continue to do drift clean fishing. However, even without tick manipulation, this method still offers relatively quick experience at low effort, which may come in handy for some players. Players must complete part of the barbaric training to be able to catch the bouncing fish. Having a level of 30 Agility and strength
is needed to catch a jump of salmon, and a level 45 in both for a sturgeon jump. Players will also need appropriate bait such as feathers and a barbaric rod derived from Otto's grotto. It will also take certain items to manipulate ticks for players to create 3-tick action, such as grass and resin or knife and teak/mahogany magazines, and a
knife if a player is cut The best place for barbaric fishing is near the pond next to Otto's grotto. Players can Get there with a game necklace or mini-game teleport to barbaric attack and runs in the southwest. The most essential method for 3-mite fishing is to drop fish between catches. This can be done by starting a 3-tick cycle by dropping
the fish using a landslide drop and clicking on the fishing spot. It takes precise tapping and some practice to perform consistently, but it's more efficient than falling full inventory. Cut-eat or eat-cut fishing (depending on order) is a more advanced and slightly more click-intensive method. This is done by starting a cycle of 3 ticks with grass
and resin, cutting the fish with a knife and eating caviar/caviar to tick manipulate. When you run out caviar/caviar to be eaten and fish to be cut, use herbs and resins to continue the 3-tick cycle. The advantages of this method is that it provides some passive cooking experience, it doesn't require players to drop fish (so Shift isn't used), and
it's a little cheaper because of fish segments also produced that are used as bait over feathers. However, it is less predictable because of the randomness involved that may take a while to get used to. It is also stricter with timing; if cutting and eating is done too late, the cycle becomes a shift. Having at least a level of 80 Cooking is
recommended for a 100% probability of successfully cutting a jump of salmon and sturgeon if using this method. Speed of work depending on the level and performance of the fishing player. When using tick manipulation, players can gain up to 65,000 experience fishing per hour at level 58, 87,000 experience per hour at 70, 95,000
experience per hour at under 80 and 102,000 experience per hour at level 90. At level 99, players can get up to 110,000 experience per hour when wearing a fisherman's outfit. Without tick manipulation, players can expect to gain about 25,000 experience per hour at 48 levels, and 35,000-42,000 experience per hour at levels 58-70, and
more than 45,000 experience per hour from level 70 further, reaching up to 66,000 experience per hour at level 99. Using this method from level 58 to 99 will net a player of approximately 1.2 million experience in agility and strength. Level Fishing XP W/out 3tick Strength/Agility XP W/out 3tick Fishing XP W/ 3tick Strength/Agility XP W/ 3
Tick 48 20,000–25,000 2,000–2,500 32,000–40,000 3,200–4,000 58 35,000–42,000 3,500–4,200 56,000–67,200 5,600–6,720 70 45,000–55,000 4,500–5,500 72,000–88,000 7,200–8,800 80 50,000–60,000 5,000–6,000 80,000–96,000 8,000–9,600 90 50,000–63,750 5,000–6,375 80,000–102,000 8,000–10,200 99 65,000–71,750 6,500–
7,000 104,000–114,800 10,400–11,480 Levels 71–99: 2-tick harpooning swordfish/tuna[edit | edit source] 2-tick harpooning on the shores of Piscarilius 2-tick harpooning swordfish and tuna in Piscarilius offers the fastest Fishing experience in Game. To do this method, you need to use tick manipulation, as without it the experience will be
much slower and this method should not be done over other methods. This method is comparable to 3-tick Barbarian fishing in terms of overall efficiency when using crystal harpoon, assuming the player has a high level of agility and strength. Players who have low agility or level of strength benefit more from the passive experience of



agility and strength gained from barbaric fishing, so it may be better to train with barbaric fishing. However, 2-tick harpooning is the fastest method on average of getting a herbal pet that may be desirable for some players. Fishing spots for the 2-mite harpoon are located in the northwestern part of Piscarilius, west of the shore. Players can
quickly get there using Fisher's flute on Haradst's memoir (requires completing the Queen of Thieves) and running northwest. For this method, a player must be attacked by two rats attacking two ticks apart. Once the rats are set up, the only click to be made is to press the fishing spot on ticks that hitsplat appears on the player symbol.
The use of crystal harpoon is highly recommended, as it has a higher catch rate compared to a dragon or horseradish harpoon. Experience the rate scale depending on the level. Players can gain up to about 87,000 experience at level 71, increasing to 115,000 experience per hour at 85, and 125,000 experience per hour at higher levels.
At level 99, you can get up to 135,000 experiences per hour when using a crystal harpoon, or 120,000 experiences per hour when using a dragon harpoon. Other methods[edit source] Levels 43-99: Aerial fishing[edit] Along with 43 fishing, at level 35 hunter you unlock the activities of air fishing located on Molch Island in the Kingdom of
Kurend. This exercise ensures the separation of XP mainly between Hunter and Fishing (cooking gets a small amount of XP as well). Due to divided rates it is not the fastest route to prepare fishing alone, but if you need to improve both Fishing and The Hunter, air fishing becomes a viable method of learning. Below is a list of approximate
experiences gained per hour based on levels. Fishing Hunter General Level Exp Exp Level 43 18,400 35 26,400 44,800 56 20,088 51 28,088 48,976 73 32,856 68 4 2,659 75,515 91 51,649 87 68,188 119,837 99 62,593 99 82,311 144,904 Levels 62–99: Monkfish[edit] Code] If you complete the Swan Song quest, you can start fishing
monkfish on Piscatoris, which provides a greater profit than lobster or trout/salmon. The experience per hour is about 30,000-35,000 in 70, and 40,000 per hour at more Levels. They can be prepared for better food or sold for more money. It is recommended to extend this method to 99 if you do not want to do barbaric fishing, as it is
remains faster in XP / hr than sharks even after 99. XP/Hour GP/Hour GP/XP level 70 30,000 93,250 3.11 80 33,000 102,575 3.11 Start experience - 333,804 Experience required - 12,804 Monkfish required -105,839 Profit (62-99): 24,766,326 If cooked: 39,477,947 Levels 65-99: Karambwan[edit] Edit code] At level 65 Fishing and after
completion tai Bwo Wannai Trio, you can start catching karambwan. For fishing in Karambwan you will need a caravan vessel and a raw caravan for bait. Raw caravans can be caught northeast of the fairytale ckr ring. The best place to catch a caravan is just north of the fabulous DKP ring. So having quick access to a fabulous ring (such
as a cape quest point, slayer ring or fairy ring in your home) is highly recommended for this method. Players can bank fish in Castle Wars using a duel ring, Edgeville using an amoulette of fame, a Shilo Village underground mine using Karamja gloves 3 or 4, or the Teatro blood using the Dracán medallion. In addition, without any
teleportation items, the dkp fairytale ring can be used to quickly bank fish in Za, requiring only a short run from the fishing spot to the bank chest. By completing the upmarket tier of Lumbridge's diary, you can snap up a Dragon harpoon instead of Dramen staff without using additional inventory. Approximately 30,000 XP/hr Start
Experience - 449,428 Experience required - 12,585,003 Karambwan required - 251,701 Profit (65-99): 85,830,04 1 When Cooking: 120,313,078 Levels 75-99: Swordfish/Tuna[edit | edit source] At level 75 Fishing (along with 85 Cooking), you can start using horseradish harpoon for swordfish and tuna at the Fisherman's Guild. Close
proximity to the bank and invisible +7 Fishing Impulse make this place the best place for this method. This method is noticeably more AFK than monkfish fishing, as spots move less frequently and are closer together. Also, with horseradish harpoon, your inventory will fill up more slowly than with other harpoons. However, profits are lower
than moncfish fishing, as you have to charge harpoon every 5,000 uses. Players can expect approximately 35,000 experiences per hour in 75 Fishing, and 42,000 experience per hour at 99. Levels 80-99: Effer eel[edit] At level 80 Fishing, you can start catching horseradish eels within Mor Ul Rica. A fire pounc must be shown to TzHaar-
Ket security to gain access to Mor Ul Rek. It doesn't consume a edict. Infertile eels can be broken open with a hammer to extract ten to twenty Tekkul, one tip of an onyx bolt or one to five shards of lava scale. For eel, the estimated profit is 636.27 coins (not counting the estimated value of Tkakula at 82.78). It is recommended to catch
horsel eels in area of the city, as the other two districts may have their fishing disappear more often. Players can expect approximately 28,000 experiences per hour on 80 Fishing (21,000 experiences per hour relative to AFK), and 35,000 experience per hour at 99 Fishing. Starting experience - 1,986,068 Experience required - 11,048,363
International eel required - 116,299 Estimated profit (no Weaver): 73 997,564.7 Estimated earnings (with Tekkul): 83,624,176.88 Levels 82-99: Minnow[edit] Edit code] At level 82 Fishing, You can start catching minnow on Kylie Minnow's fishing platform at the Fisherman's Guild. This requires full fishing gear from a Fishing Trawler mini-
game or with aerial fishing. Minnou can be exchanged for marked raw sharks. Players can expect approximately 40,000 experiences per hour on 82 fishing, and 56,000 experience per hour at 99. Levels 82-99: Anglerfish[edit] At level 82 Fishing and 100% Port Piscarilius benefit, you can start catching fishing in Port Piscarilius. In order to
catch fishermen, you need sand worms. Sand worms can be purchased on Tainan fishing supplies nearby or on the Grand Exchange. Players can expect approximately 15,000 experiences per hour in 82 Fishing, and 23,000 experience per hour at 99. Starting experience - 2,421,087 Experience required - 10,613,344 Anglerfish required -
88,445 Profit (82-99): 90,744,570 If cooked: 104,984,215 Levels 85-99: Dark crabs[edit. • Edit code] At level 85 Fishing and after performing elite tasks in the Wildlife Diary, catching dark crabs inside a resource area in the desert becomes a viable option. Diary rewards allows you to catch fish much faster and gives you free access to the
resource area. Players must wear cheap defensive gear while 3- or 4-point expensive armor pieces, and bring highly renewable food (along with super recovery) to protect themselves from killer players. Optionally equip a cloaked ring of wealth for a better chance of getting bottle keys. Piles will mark fish of 50 coins each, but it is
recommended to bank fish in Edgeville every so often to reduce the risk. Players can expect to gain approximately 40,000 experiences per hour with this method. Starting experience - 3,258,594 Experience required - 9,775,837 Dark crabs needed - 75,199 Profit (85-99): 80,838,925 Levels 87-99: Sacred Eel [ed. • ed. • Edit] At level 87
Fishing and partially completing the Regicide quest, the player can catch sacred eels in Zul-Andra giving 105 Fishing XP per sacred eel. With a cooking level of 72, fish can be dismembered with a knife to extract Zulra's weight. Dissipation of fish can give 3-9 scales and 109-127 cooking experience. The level of preparation of the player
affects how many weights are obtained when they are dismembered. With cooking levels in the mid-80s, one can expect an average of about 5 scales per fish and at cooking level 96 gives about 7 scales per At Level 90 Fishing, you can expect to get 21,300 experience fishing per hour, with 97 fishing he gets to 23,500 experience fishing
per hour. Starting experience - 3,972,294 Experience required - 9,062,137 Sacred eel required - 86,307 resulting scales of Zulra (5 scales per fish): 431,535 Expected profit (5 scales per fish): 79,833,975 Zulus weights (7 fish scales): 604,149 Expected profit (7 fish scales): 111,767,565 Quests for fishing experiences[edit] Code] Main
Article: Quest Experiencereward Fishingrerement Other Requirements Fishing Contest 2,437 10 - Heroes Searches 2,725 53 55 , 53 , 25 Fremen Test 2,812 - - Tai Bwo Wannai Trio 5,000 5 15 , 30 Rum Deal 7000 50 42 , 40 , 47 , 42 Sea Slug 7.175 - 30 Swan Song 10000 62 100 , 66 , 62 , 45 , 42 , 40 Recipe Disaster - Freeing Pirate
Pete 1000 - 31 Total 38 149 38 149
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